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Andy Samberg has the world of pop stars firmly in the
firing line. He talks to Chris Mandle about lampooning
the biggest names on the planet
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WHAT WE ALL IMAGINE
WILL HAPPEN WHEN
DOING KARAOKE

arly into Popstar:
Never Stop Never
Stopping, the
indiscreetly
Bieberesque singer
Conner4Real (played by Andy
Samberg) performs one of his
biggest songs alongside a
hologram of Maroon 5’s Adam
Levine. The song, I’m So Humble,
is set to a doo-wop beat and sees
Conner bragging about how
hospitable and courteous he is.
“The thing about me that’s so
impressive/Is how infrequently
I mention all of my successes,”
he drawls. It’s a jab at celebrities
and their over-competitive
dick-swinging, but it’s also a
pretty apt way of summing up
Samberg himself.
That’s because Samberg wears
his fame pretty lightly. Earlier this
year, New York hosted Saturday
Night Live: The Exhibition just
round the corner from the studios
of the legendary show (Samberg
joined as a cast member in 2005,
at the age of 27). In the exhibition

E

– alongside the work of iconic cast
members including John Belushi,
Alec Baldwin, Bill Murray and
Jimmy Fallon – are props and
costumes from Samberg’s most
notorious impressions, parody
videos and musical numbers,
such as Dick In A Box, which he
performed with Justin Timberlake
back in 2006. How does it feel,
I ask, to already be alongside some
of the biggest names in comedy?
“It feels good!” he says, with
a big smile, before explaining, in
an endearingly long-winded way,
that he honestly thought he
wouldn’t get the part. He was just
excited to get to see SNL’s studio.
“I thought that would be the
highlight of my life,” he admits.
We’ve met in New York’s
Mandarin Orient Hotel – a building
so tall that you have to switch lifts
on the 32nd floor in order to get to
the very top – in an endlessly vast
penthouse suite with sweeping
views across Central Park.
Samberg, however, is only
interested in one thing.

ON DUTY AS JAKE PERALTA
IN POLICE SITCOM
BROOKLYN NINE-NINE

“Have you seen the toilet?”
he says, gesturing to the
bathroom. “Go look!”
The toilet door is actually a
sheet of frosted glass, through
which I can see Andy’s blurry
wobble of an outline.
Not only does the porcelain
throne open automatically when
you approach (and close when
you exit) but the toilet seat is
heated, too. I marvel at it for a
moment – and touch it, where
it feels a bit too hot, to be totally
honest – and eventually relay my
findings to Andy, who is sitting
on a sofa long enough to seat
16 people.
“What did you think?” says the
Golden Globe-winning actor, from
one end of the monstrous couch.
“Did you sit on it?” Yes. “Bare?” No!
“That thing blew my mind,” he says,
almost wistfully. He’s staring down
at his sneakers (Adidas Superstars,
as white as his Hollywood teeth),
briefly lost in thought.

COMIC RELIEF

Alongside his comedy partners
(and childhood friends) Akiva
Schaffer and Jorma Taccone,

“JUDD APATOW
SAID ‘IF YOU
WRITE A FILM,
I’LL PRODUCE IT.’
IT WAS THE KICK
UP THE ASS WE
NEEDED”

Samberg has been credited
as one of the first comics to
understand how to wield the
power of the internet properly.
The three of them worked on
SNL – Samberg as cast, the other
two as writers – and after their
sketch ‘Lazy Sunday’ blew up
online, they ran SNL’s ‘Digital
Shorts’ division, making videos
imbued with the kind of viral catnip
that saw everything they made
turn into a massive hit before social
networks even existed to help
spread them.
It wasn’t long before big
names got in on the act, parodying
themselves, their music and the
industry itself. T-Pain did his
trademark synthy-yodelling on
the nautical anthem I’m On A Boat,
Michael Bolton sang the hook on
Jack Sparrow, a song muddling
in-the-club swag with an
obsession for swashbuckling,
and in YOLO – a song advocating
sensible living over having fun –
Kendrick Lamar fires off sound
financial advice and talks
mortgage rates.
Samberg says Popstar: Never
Stop Never Stopping grew
naturally from their earlier work.
“We’d been talking for a long time
about doing a musical movie.
We had a few rough ideas, then
there was that submergence of
these big, glossy ‘popumentaries’.
Katy Perry, Bieber, One Direction.
Akiva had a meeting with
Judd Apatow and out of
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DRESSING UP
FOR JIMMY FALLON

“WRITING SONGS
IS ALWAYS THE
MOST FUN PART,
MAKING EACH
OTHER LAUGH”
Fridges’, lambasting U2’s
automatic download strategy with
Apple in 2014. And Conner causes
controversy when he has a poo in
Anne Frank’s house, paralleling
Justin Bieber’s visit in 2013 when
he said he believed Frank would
have been a Belieber.
“I think he intended that really
nicely,” Samberg says. “Like, the
way that the world is presented
to Justin, that’s a nice thing to say!
Thinking about what I was doing
and the way I was behaving at the
age of 17 to 22, there’s no f*cking
way I could have handled that. Our
version is obviously truly crazy.”
The film is packed with cameos.
“Getting so many people involved
was incredible,” he says. “The
whole movie feels like a payoff to
everything we’ve been working

SAMBERG ONSTAGE WITH
THE LONELY ISLAND
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on all our lives.” It’s probably easier
name-checking popstars who
don’t appear, such as Taylor Swift,
who, in this fictional world, is in jail
for murder. Samberg says they
never decided who Taylor killed.
“It’s such a throwaway,” he says.
“I just assume that whoever it was
deserved it. She doesn’t make
mistakes. She brings peace and
balance to the universe.”

POP PARODIES

There is, of course, the distinct
possibility that the people
Samberg is skewering will see
the film and hate it. “I hope they
find it funny,” he says, earnestly.
“We have nothing against any of
them. I think it’s great Macklemore
made [Same Love] and I think
there’s a lot of people who learned
a lot more about the struggle of
legalising gay marriage because
of it. Not everyone grew up in
Berkeley and had ‘gay marriage
should be legal’ as a given [in] the
way that we did, so anything that
gets people talking about social
changes is important and helpful.”
The songs aren’t all about social
change, though: Finest Girl (Bin
Laden Song) starts as a typical
low-fi post-boyband jam about
scoring with the perfect girl, but
draws messy parallels with the
US invasion in Iraq. “She wanted
to f*ck me harder/Than the US

government f*cked Bin Laden,”
sings an auto-tuned Conner.
Then there’s Mona Lisa, a song
where Conner calls Leonardo
da Vinci’s famous painting “an
overrated piece of sh*t” and
describes its subject as “the
original basic bitch/With a face
like uncooked bread”.
“Writing the songs is always the
most fun part,” he says. “We hang
out, we try cracking them, and
we’re always thinking of the next
line, taking it further, making each
other laugh more and more.”

SOCIAL SATIRE

Part of The Lonely Island’s appeal
was always based on how naturally
plugged into internet culture they
seemed. But with the accelerated
pace social media moves at now,
you’d be forgiven for thinking it
wouldn’t be hard for Samberg,
at 37-years-old, to lose touch with
how his fans are functioning.
The fact he’s been embracing teen
super-medium Snapchat, though,
has given him some ideas on
where to take things next.
“We were like, ‘Ooh Conner
should Snapchat more in the
movie’ because over the last two
years it’s become such a prevalent
tool,” he says. “But we had to up
the ante of the snaps, and do new
ones where I showed my ass and
jacked off and stuff [laughs]. I was
like, ‘No one’s done that yet, right?’”
No one famous. Yet.
Snapchat’s visual approach
to over sharing means it’s packed
with people crying, people
arguing, people opining on the
toilet. “No one wants to see that,
do they?” he adds, before admiring
that it’s ripe for satire. “There’s
gonna be a meltdown. It’s coming.”
The day we meet, a vlogging
married couple cause a stir on
social media when they announce
their divorce to their followers; fans
release reaction videos lamenting
which of the couple they’ll side
with during the turbulent split.
Samberg is fascinated. “It’s like
everyone watching became their
children,” he says. Mock stonyfaced, he clenches a fist. “It’s so
sad. Maybe people will watch
one vlog on weekdays and one
on weekends. Oh my god, it would
be hideous if they were faking it.
“When you share everything,
you share everything,” he says.
“That would be a great idea
for a movie.”
Popstar: Never Stop Never
Stopping is at cinemas nationwide
on 26 August
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nowhere, Judd said, ‘I think
it’d be really funny if you guys
did one of those. If you write it, I’ll
produce it’. When Judd says that,
you start writing. It was the kick up
the ass we needed.”
The story follows Conner from
his early success in the group
The Style Boyz to his inevitable
solo career and superstar status,
followed by a lukewarm worldweariness from the press and a
plot for a massive comeback.
The film is intercut with
‘Conner’s’ own music throughout,
riffing on the absurdity of celebrity,
the banality of fame, and the
comic potential lying in
extraordinarily dumb musicians.
They’re hoping it’s going to be
This Is Spinal Tap for the millennial
market. “That would be dope,” says
Samberg, crossing his fingers.
“We pulled a lot of specific
examples from a lot of different
places,” he says. There’s Conner’s
pro-gay rights anthem, where he
champions equal marriage while
insisting that he’s heterosexual, a
heavy nod to Macklemore’s 2013
song Same Love. That’s the thing
about these people, Samberg
wonders. “Do they actually care,
or are they just trying to get in
[people’s] good graces?”
Elsewhere in the film Conner
is encouraged to release his music
through a new range of ‘Smart

